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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Tuesday 20th July 2021
Spelling 

Check the spelling definitions in your dictionary and use your spellings within a sentence. Could 
you also use a thesaurus to find and locate better synonyms for these words. 



Handwriting (B5-U24)

Add capital letters, exclamation marks or question marks to the 
following sentences:

what an amazing sight

is it there

can you see

do it now

Punctuation ladder



Guided Reading: SATS style text

Retrieval (AF2):  What did the ghost lean 

against? 

Inference (AF3): How do you think the 

ghost was feeling? 

Choice of language (AF5):  What phrase 

suggested he was going to do something 

about the way he had been treated?



Can you identify an 
example of each 
word type in the 

text on the 
previous page?



Your task today is to attempt to improve 
the vocabulary within the poem you wrote 
yesterday. Try to choose better verbs and 
adverbs as well as adjectives. Also don’t 
shy away from changing the rhyming words 
on lines 2 and 4 either.

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.britannica.com%2Fplace%2FMount-Everest&psig=AOvVaw3ao0i80d1QpNTqxoOWgnkX&ust=1625037455431000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCKjRn7SmvPECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE
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Fluent in five



5 and 6 timestable practise



5 and 6 timestable
practise

5 6
10 12
15 18
20 24
25           30
30           36
35           42
40           48
45           54
50           60
55           66
60           72



Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Fluency 3



Reasoning   Problem solving 



Answers



How to draw Mountain for Beginners | Easy | Realtime - YouTube

Use the Youtube link above to have a go at drawing 
mountains. The video shows you step by step how to 
draw and shade realistic looking mountains.

If the link does not work type the we address 
below into the address bar.

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.britannica.com%2Fplace%2FMount-Everest&psig=AOvVaw3ao0i80d1QpNTqxoOWgnkX&ust=1625037455431000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCKjRn7SmvPECFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-nIHoVK5zo


Well done to those that completed the television 
quiz. However, some of you thought you’d be 
clever and try the quiz more than once to see if 
you could beat your score. For those people I have 
taken an average of your score. The leader board 
for the Television quiz is:
1st place     Jessica     9481
2nd place    Ruby 7115
3rd place Lexi 7082
Guy called Josh came 4th



There are two quizzes for today. Sport and 
teachers. You have until 8pm tonight to 
complete them and the winners will be 
announced tomorrow. Have fun.
Go to kahoot.it and enter the code 06802959    
for the sport quiz.  Enter code 04080362     
for the quiz about teachers.

From Mrs Holt


